MAY HIGHLIGHT
ECCHR Decision (identitas and others v. Georgia: Gender identity is a protected ground under art. 14 (non-discrimination) May 5

Joint intervention at the inter-governmental meeting with the Ministries for Labour, for Health and for Interior Affairs in Ljubljana, Slovenia on reforming Slovenia’s legal gender recognition law May 10 – 12

Panel and participation contribution at the IDAHOT conference in Montenegro, and input at LGBT friendly Governments Networks May 13 – 14

Workshop presentation at the Annual Conference of Victim Support Europe in Lisbon, Portugal May 15

Participation in the International Trans Fund meeting in Istanbul, Turkey May 27

Input at the Council of Europe’s European Social Committee for Social Cohesion, Human Dignity and Equality (CODECIS) in Strasbourg, France June 3 – 5

Panel organisation of the Pro Trans partner meeting and training on advocacy June 12

Panel participation at the White House meeting “Combating violence against LGBT persons” in Washington D.C., USA June 19

Panel on the conference “State crimes and the further protection against LGBT persons” in Madrid, Spain June 21

Organisation of the Legal Practitioners Seminar in Zagreb, Croatia June 18 – 19

JUNE HIGHLIGHT
The European Commission intends existent EU sex discrimination law to also cover discrimination on grounds of gender identity (at par with gender reassignment). June 24

Input at the European Parliament LGBTI Inter-group roundtable “First Malta, then the World - building respect for rights to equality for LGBT people”. June 24

Participation at a workshop on violence against trans people at the Istanbul Pride Week organised by Red Umbrella June 25

Participation in the 3rd Regional GEP forum with delegates from the EU and Eastern Partnership countries in Istanbul, Turkey June 26 – 27

Input at the conference “Hate crimes and discrimination against LGBT persons” in Madrid, Spain June 26

Input at the conference “Hate crimes and discrimination against LGBT persons” in Madrid, Spain June 26

Participation at the conference “HATE: Combating violence against LGBT people” in Strasbourg, France June 27

October 20 – 22 – 24 Participation in the Interim Steering Committee meeting of the International Trans* Fund in Siem Reap, Cambodia

November 16 – 19 Delivery of two capacity building training sessions to ACCEPT LGBT Cyprus and allies on legal gender recognition November 16 – 19

November 25 – 29 Transrespect vs Transphobia training is held before the 6th ILGA Asia Conference, Taipei, Taiwan November 25 – 29

December 11 – 15 Community building field visit in Skopje, Macedonia December 11 – 15

December 8-9 Participation at Hate Crime Seminar in Brussels, Belgium December 8-9

December 1 – 4 Input to seminar of the Estonian Equal Treatment Commissioner on legal gender recognition and trans-inclusiveness in LGBT organisations, Nicosia, Cyprus December 1 – 4

December 14 – 16 Participation at the UNCHCR and UNDP meeting organised by Outright in New York, USA December 14 – 16

LEGEND
Blue: Event organised by TGEU
Green: Event by a member organisation, which TGEU participated in
Yellow: Event attended by TGEU, organised externally
Orange: policy highlight in trans rights
Red: TGEU Policy highlight